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Additional Results

In Figure 1, we present more example results obtained with our approach on the benchmark datasets Flickr8K (Hodosh et al., 2013),
Flickr30K (Young et al., 2014), MS COCO (Lin
et al., 2014). We also provide groundtruth human
descriptions for comparison.
There are some cases where our approach falls
short. In some of those cases, although the system does not produce the most desirable results,
it often is able to produce interesting results as it
could capture some of the semantic relations correctly. We provide such poetic or funny results in
Figure 2.
There are a few cases where our system could
not generate desired outputs. This is generally due
to the fact that the retrieval set does not contain
representative captions either because the system
fails to retrieve visually similar matches or there is
more noise in the retrieved captions that our system could handle. We also provide such results in
Figure 3.
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OURS

HUMAN

a black dog and a brown dog
touching noses in a grassy
field

two dogs are fighting over
something

a tan dog is running through
shallow water with a stick in
its mouth

a dog is fetching a stick from a
lake

a skateboarder in midair above
an indoor ramp

a lone skateboarder jumping a
huge skateboarding ramp

some musicians dressed in
native american costume are
playing traditional instruments

a man dressed as an indian
speaking into a microphone

two girls in pink are playing on
yellow playground bars

the two girls are playing on a
yellow and red jungle gym

a brown dog is running
through the snow

a dog in the snow

a person wearing a red jacket
climbs a snowy hill

a hiker in a red on a snowy
peak

Figure 1: Additional Results. Input images on the left, our results in the middle and groundtruth human
descriptions on the right.

OURS

HUMAN

two young children play with
water in a fountain

two girls running through pool
while water sprays over them

boys in orange life jackets sitting on raft in water

a group of six boys are wearing yellow life vests and are on
a make-shift raft

a young boy on a basketball
team dribbles the ball

a boy playing basketball in a
gym

little boy in a red jacket sliding
in the snow

a child dressed for the cold sits
in the snow

two people in a canoe on a
river beside a forested mountain

a kayak on the river is passing
by a wire bridge that joins both
banks

a construction crew in orange
vests working near train tracks

a man in an orange vest and
yellow hard hat looks on as a
yellow vehicle lays track

Figure 1: (continued) Additional Results. Input images on the left, our results in the middle and
groundtruth human descriptions on the right.

OURS

HUMAN

woman in blue is tossing a
young child into a pool

a boy wearing red shorts is
jumping into a paddling pool

two brown dogs race on a track

the greyhounds are running
quickly in this race

a man skis on a snowy mountain

a man rides a ski lift up a
mountain

a close-up of a young girl with
a pink shirt laying on grass

a girl making a sad face standing in front of her tricycle

a green bird perched on top of
a tree filled with pink flowers

grey plane taking off above
some green vegetation

a white cat is sitting in a bathroom sink

a small black cat sitting on the
ground

a brown dog runs for a white
and black dog on the grass

a dog biting the tail of a cow

a kitchen with a white sink and
a stove top oven

an oven and a range on a table

Figure 2: Funny Results. Input images on the left, our results in the middle and groundtruth human
descriptions on the right.

OURS

HUMAN

three people are standing on
rocks near a body of water

a man stands alone on the
rocks

a wooden table topped with a
bowl of soup and pizza

fast food displayed on a table
with sandwich and soup

oranges and apples for sale in
a market

a grocery store display filled
with lots of apples

a man in a blue jacket with a
helmet on skiing

a female skier in a green with
pink flowers hat skiing

a blue double decker city bus
driving down a street

a very big city bus on a big
street

a man and a woman are riding
bikes on a street

an elderly woman is riding a
bicycle in the city as a yellow
taxi is about to pass by

a smiling man wearing a red
hat and blue jacket

a female police officer wearing
an officers hat and sunglasses
stands in uniform in front of a
window-lined street block

Figure 3: Undesired Results. Input images on the left, our results in the middle and groundtruth human
descriptions on the right.

